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An exploration architecture based on the concept of a depot in low Earth orbit to supply
tanks of liquid oxygen to exploration vehicles is presented. The primary benefit of such an
architecture is to reduce the mass that must be launched to orbit by exploration vehicles for
an exploration mission. Results of calculations for an example are provide to quantify a
typical benefit. That benefit allows smaller cargo launch vehicles or fewer launches of the
exploration vehicles. A second benefit of the LOX tank architecture is the opportunity for
commercial launch providers to provide much of the lift to orbit. A third benefit is that it
could be extended gradually to include depots in other locations. Finally, in-situ space
resources could be exploited as available.
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cargo launch vehicle
crew expedition vehicle
crew launch vehicle
Earth departure stage
exploration systems architecture study (90-day study)
low Earth orbit
liquid hydrogen
liquid oxygen
lunar surface acquisition module
first Lagrangian point in Earth-moon system, between Earth and moon
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
service module

I. Introduction

T

HE topic of human exploration of space has been discussed frequently in aerospace documents recently.
Destinations such as the Earth's moon, Mars, and asteroids have been considered. Many propulsion systems
have been considered. The number of people on a mission, the launch systems, and the number of missions have
varied widely in the proposals. When missions start has also varied and seems to always slip to later times. One
popular concept has a crew launch vehicle and a much larger cargo launch vehicle. One common element of many
proposed architectures is the use of liquid oxygen (LOX).
Many advanced propulsion options have been proposed for exploration. They have advantages, primarily in the
reduction of the mass required in low Earth orbit (LEO) for a given mission, but most of these have characteristics
that are less desirable also. As a result, chemical propulsion with LOX and liquid hydrogen (LH2) fuel is still
considered an important option.
The use of in-situ space resources has potential to reduce the cost of future space missions. Oxygen exists in
many rocks, water has been found on the moon and is on Mars, and the atmosphere of Mars has carbon dioxide
which can be used to generate methane and other hydrocarbon fuels. Solar energy is available. Hydrocarbons may
be available on some asteroids. As yet, however, there is no consensus on an approach to getting from the present to
a future in which space resources are used.
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This paper presents an architecture option that has several advantages. LOX tanks are placed LEO and stored in
a depot in preparation for a mission. Then, exploration launch vehicles launch the cargo and people needed,
together with the hydrogen or other fuel. The LOX tanks are added to the exploration systems in LEO. In the
future, depots at other locations can provide LOX tanks to be added later in the mission.
The initial advantage of this LOX tank architecture is that the cargo that must be launched on exploration launch
vehicles is reduced significantly. For typical missions using chemical propulsion, the required cargo launch payload
could be reduced by a factor of 2 or more. Another early advantage of this architecture is that commercial providers
can be used for the LOX tanks. Less reliable launch options can be allowed, because the exploration mission does
not need to launch until the LOX tanks are available on-orbit. In the future, depots at other locations can provide
LOX tanks to be added to the exploration vehicles at higher-energy points, such as low lunar orbit (LLO) or a
Lagrangian point in the Earth-moon system such as L-1. Getting the LOX tanks to the higher-energy locations can
use advanced propulsion with less constraint on the transit time or concern for radiation. In-situ resources can also
be used effectively when development allows.
Orbital propellant depots have been proposed before. No attempt has been made to summarize or reference all
the work previously applied to these concepts. The proposed concept is believed to be different from previous work
in the only LOX is supplied at the depot, and the LOX is provided in the form of tanks to be attached to vehicles
rather than pumped into vehicle tanks.

II. LOX Tank Depot Considerations
A typical LOX tank is shown in the schematic in Fig. 1. By orienting the tank so that one small, circular end is
pointing to the sun, rather than the larger side, solar heating is minimized. A simple reflector may be enough to
reduce solar heating so that the LOX can be stored without boil-off. An additional shield to reduce heating from the
Earth's albedo may be needed; if the tank is always pointing one end at the sun, the opposite end will have noontime heating from the Earth's albedo. A radiator may be needed to provide additional cooling. No thermal analysis
has been done for this paper and would be needed before the concept could be developed further.
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Figure 1. LOX tank and thermal control.
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Depot
Figure 2. LOX tanks organized into a depot.
Figure 2 shows how the LOX tanks could be organized into a depot with supporting structure. By providing
some connectivity, the tanks can all be controlled by a single control system with station-keeping capability. This
sketch is not intended to represent an optimal design of a depot configuration. Considerations such as number of
tanks, thermal effects, and ease of moving tanks to and from the depot would need to be taken into account before
selecting a configuration. An arm like the Canadian arm on the Shuttle would probably be useful.
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Figure 3. Illustration of LOX tanks added to exploration vehicle at LOX depot.
Typical exploration mission studies have a vehicle launched to LEO with LOX tank, fuel tank, engine, and
payload. With the proposed architecture, the LOX tanks are added at the depot. The pair of tanks shown illustrate
the concept of adding the tanks in balanced groups to keep the vehicle center of gravity where desired. Adding six
tanks to an Earth departure stage (EDS) seems reasonable.
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Figure 4. Typical sequence.
Figure 4 shows a typical sequence that could be used for a mission using the LOX tank depot. Step 1 is launch
of one or more LOX tanks by a commercial launch company. Step 2 is repeating step 1 as many times as needed,
until the depot has the needed number of LOX tanks (step 3). Step 4 is launch of cargo vehicle(s). Step 5 is
addition of LOX tanks to EDS stage(s). Step 6 is launch of the crew. At step 7, the crew is added to the EDS
stage(s), and the stack is ready for the mission beyond LEO.
One important factor for exploration missions is the selection of two angles, the inclination and the longitude of
the ascending node. These angles play an important role in the launch to LEO and in the trajectory from LEO
toward the destination. If these angles are optimized for a particular mission, the ideal velocity required from LEO
onward is minimized. When these angles are not optimized, significant penalties in ideal velocity can occur.
Once a depot is place in LEO, perturbations in the orbit will cause drifting from the initial angles. Significant
propellant penalties can be required for station-keeping to hold a depot in a selected orbit. With any depot, some
penalty in ideal velocity from LEO onward should be expected. This paper does not attempt to select optimum
depot angles or station-keeping approaches.
One possible selection for inclination is zero degrees or equatorial orbit. From the launch vehicle point of view,
equatorial orbit has advantages if the launch site is also equatorial. It provides the greatest launch vehicle payload
by maximizing the benefit of Earth's rotation. Launch can be at any time, without concern for launch window limits
from orbits. An intermediate phasing orbit would be used to allow rendezvous and would be adjusted as needed to
account for any timing issues. Looking onward from LEO, the performance penalty for an equatorial orbit departure
would be modest for most exploration missions. Equatorial orbit would be the best choice for geosynchronous
missions.
In any discussion of propellant depots on orbit, most people assume the best choice would be to have both the
oxygen and fuel provided at the depot. For fuels other than hydrogen, providing the fuel at the depot might be a
good choice. However, those fuels provide lower specific impulse than hydrogen and would therefore require larger
departure mass from LEO and larger payloads from the launch vehicles. Most studies have not chosen fuels other
than hydrogen. If the fuel is hydrogen, the low boiling point is major issue. Active refrigeration would be needed
for any significant orbit hold time, more than a few days. The hydrogen would likely need to be held in a single
tank with minimal surface area. Transfer of fuel from the depot tank to vehicles tanks might be needed. While the
technology for such operations can probably be provided in a reasonable time, there would be some development
and proof-of-concept needed. The advantage of providing hydrogen at a depot, about 10%, is much less than LOX,
about 50%. If a LOX depot architecture is used initially, adding hydrogen capability could be considered later.
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III. Calculations for Example from ESAS.
To show the potential of the LOX tank depot concept to reduce mass needed, an example mission from the
Exploration Systems Architecture Study (ESAS) was used. All of the information was taken from the web site:

http://www.nasa.gov/exploration/news/ESAS_report.html

Figure 5. ESAS trajectories.
Figure 5 shows typical trajectories and vehicles from ESAS. The LSAM (Lunar Surface Access Module) and
CEV (Crew Excursion Vehicle) are used for Lunar missions.
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Figure 6. Selected ESAS architecture.
Figure 6 shows the architecture selected in ESAS. It included one launch of a cargo launch vehicle (CaLV), one
EDS, and one launch of a crew launch vehicle (CLV). The calculations shown in this paper are based on this
architecture. While this architecture may not be anyone's current choice for an exploration mission, it provides a
basis for the calculations, and the information needed was available in a public format.
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Figure 7. Selected ESAS vehicles.
Figure 7 shows the CaLV and CLV as designed for the selected architecture. The EDS is also shown. One
feature of this design is that the EDS is used during the ascent. As a result, the EDS is not full when the assembled
stack leaves LEO.
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Figure 8. Reduction of lift needed.
Figure 8 shows the results of applying the LOX tank depot concept to the ESAS selected architecture. The mass
of the stack (EDS, LSAM descent and ascent stages, and CEV) that must be launched to LEO by the CaLV and the
CLV is reduced by more than a factor of 2. The various items in the stack have been kept constant, including the
inert mass of the EDS. The difference in the stacks is that the LOX that is needed for the EDS and the descent stage
of the LSAM (arrows) in the ESAS stack are not needed in the LEO LOX stack. They are provided from the depot.
Note that the LOX needed by the EDS during ascent must still be provided in the EDS at launch on the CaLV.
The significance of this reduction is huge. The CaLV can be a much smaller vehicle, with significantly reduced
development costs and risks. If the CEV is launched by the CLV as in ESAS, the mass to LEO required from the
CaLV is reduced about 60%. Existing Shuttle parts can probably be used for most of it. Another possibility is that
the service module of the CEV could be launched on the CaLV instead of the CLV, resulting in a much smaller and
possibly safer CLV. Commercial launch vehicles would more likely be able to provide the CLV launch in this case.
In this example, the descent stage would need at least two tanks of LOX to maintain balance. Using the same
size LOX tanks on the EDS would require about 6 tanks on the EDS, which seems to be a reasonable number. The
depot would therefore need to supply 8 tanks.
This figure also shows that the benefit of hydrogen provided at the depot would be small. The hydrogen fuel for
the EDS and the descent stage could be provided at the depot, reducing the right bar less than 20,000 kg.
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Figure 9. Reduction of lift needed with LLO depot.
Figure 9 shows what happens when a depot in low lunar orbit (LLO) can provide the LOX for the descent stage.
The first two bars are the same as in Figure 8. Compared to the reduction of lift shown for the LEO depot, the
additional reduction is minor. It comes only from the reduction in the hydrogen fuel for the EDS leaving LEO. The
calculation shown here is actually not completely correct. In the selected architecture, the descent stage provided
the lunar orbit insertion burn. The calculated results would be correct if a depot provided the descent stage LOX
before that lunar insertion burn. For the actual case, the reduction would be slightly less. On the other hand, the
reduction in the EDS inert that could result from the LLO LOX would increase the benefits.
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While the reduction in lift is minor for the LLO LOX case, the benefits of a depot in LLO are actually more
important than just the reduction in lift by the exploration vehicles. Figure 10 shows the same three bars plus bars
representing the LOX delivered to the LEO depot by commercial vehicles. The LOX for the descent stage is not
shown in the LLO case, because it is delivered to the LLO depot, not the LEO depot. If it can be provided from an
in-situ source, such as the moon, that saving could be significant. The other difference is the LOX for the EDS,
which is reduced because the EDS is no longer pushing the LOX for the descent stage.
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Figure 10. Reduction of lift needed with LLO depot, including LEO LOX delivered to depot.

IV. Additional Considerations
Several additional approaches could be used with the LOX tank architecture. The benefits of these are not as
large as those already shown and have not been calculated. A natural savings would come from staging LOX tanks
in pairs as they are depleted, rather than carrying them to the end of the burns of the stage. If the EDS is used during
ascent, the LOX tanks for that burn might be carried externally and dropped in LEO also. Another option that has
been considered in the past and would work well with this architecture is to burn the EDS (for example) at a higher
mixture ratio, such as 10, initially and reduce the mixture ratio to, for example, 6 later in the burn. This approach
could reduce inert mass, provide higher engine thrust-to-mass, and move the average mixture ratio higher, further
reducing the fuel needed on the EDS.
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When LOX is available at the lunar surface, it could be added to the ascent stage there. That would reduce the
mass that the descent stage and EDS need to push. If LOX is available in LLO, it could be added to the CEV there,
reducing the mass pushed by the EDS.
Aside from the reduction of the lift needed by the CaLV and CLV, the most exciting aspect of the LOX tank
architecture is the potential for commercial delivery of tanks of LOX to LEO. The opportunity for commercial
launch providers would enhance the development of space transportation. Partly reusable vehicles might be
considered when the need for delivery is increased. The exploration agency, whether NASA or an international
group, would operate the exploration vehicles, assuring safety for the crews. The tanks of LOX would be purchased
by the exploration agency when delivered safely to the depot. Only when the depot was ready with the needed
number of LOX tanks would a mission occur, so any delay in the commercial launches would not jeopardize
exploration assets or crews.
Because the LOX could be provided for a mission in the form of several tanks, the payload capacity of the
commercial launches could be moderate. Several launches could be used to support a singe exploration mission.
That would provide a high traffic rate for commercial launches.
The initial LOX tank depot would be in LEO. Later, additional depots could be built in higher Earth orbits,
LLO, or Lagrangian points. The higher depots could be initially supplied from Earth, using high-efficiency
propulsion such as solar electric or solar sails to move the tanks from LEO to the depot. Later, in-situ resources
could be used. There is plenty of oxygen in lunar rocks, and water in deep craters could provide LOX. Asteroids
could prove to be a good source of LOX, because many of them would have oxygen in rocks or other forms and the
ideal velocity needed to move LOX from some asteroids to a depot is less than from the moon. Of course, oxygen
from the moon or Mars could be used to provide ascent vehicle LOX.
One of the possibilities is to let commercial organizations make decisions about where to get LOX. The
exploration agency would only need to agree to buy tanks of LOX when delivered to the depots. Another option to
consider for later adoption is to let a commercial organization operate a depot. Then, the exploration agency would
buy tanks of LOX from the depot as needed.
The emphasis of this paper has been on using LOX tanks from the LEO depot for exploration missions. The
same concept could be used for transporting spacecraft to Earth orbits. For example, placing a large commercial
satellite in geosynchronous orbit using tanks of LOX from the LEO depot would allow either smaller launch
vehicles or larger satellites. The cost for the transportation could be less because much of the mass to LEO would
be done with the commercial launches that have a high frequency because of the exploration needs.

V. Concluding Remarks
An exploration architecture based on the concept of a depot in low Earth orbit to supply tanks of liquid oxygen
to exploration vehicles was presented. The primary benefit of such an architecture is to reduce the mass that must be
launched to orbit by exploration vehicles for an exploration mission. That benefit allows smaller cargo launch
vehicles or fewer launches of the exploration vehicles. A second benefit of the LOX tank architecture is the
opportunity for commercial launch providers to provide much of the lift to orbit. A third benefit is that it could be
extended gradually to include depots in other locations. Finally, in-situ space resources could be exploited as
available.
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